A systematic review on dry-land strength and conditioning training on swimming performance
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**Summary**
Objectives. — The objective of this review was to examine the effects of dry-land strength and conditioning (S&C) training on swimming, and starts and turns performances.

News. — S&C training is a common practice in swimming aiming to enhance performance or to prevent injuries. However, studies regarding the effects of S&C on swimming performance are scarce; the influence of age, gender or competitive level is even scarcer.

Prospects and projects. — After a structured literature search, sixteen studies were included in the current review. Of those, seven did not report any positive or negative effects on swimming performance. Contrarily, most studies with positive effects were conducted with older swimmers whereas maximal strength was the most effective methodology for improving swimming performance. S&C plyometric training is suggested to be the most effective method to
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1. Introduction

The ability to apply force in water is crucial in competitive swimming [1–5], particularly in short distances events [6,7]. As well as high values of strength and power, mostly in the upper body, have been identified as a determinant factor for success in competitive swimming [8–10]. Dry-land strength and conditioning (S&C) training can improve swimming performance [1,8,9,11–15], increase tethered swimming force [8,16] and technical parameters such as increased stroke length [11,14] and stroke rate [14]. Therefore, S&C training is common in swimming prescription [17], being dry-land S&C an alternative to in-water procedures, even if its specificity is questioned [18].

Coaches have prescribed S&C training programs for decades to enhance swimming performance and/or prevent injuries [19–22]. Despite being a common practice, some coaches assume that S&C training can negatively affect the swimmer’s technical ability and consequently increase drag forces [5]. This is mostly due to the muscular hypertrophy and the decrease in flexibility commonly associated with S&C training. Nevertheless, several improvements were associated with S&C training, leading to an increase in maximum force, power
and muscular endurance and optimization of performance [5,23].

Studies examining the effects of S&C on swimming performance have been conducted over the last 30 years, but its overall impact remains inconclusive [16,18,24]. While some of these investigations showed improvements in swimming starts and turns, and 25 m, 50 m, 400 m freestyle swimming races [1,8,9,11–15], others did not [10,16,18,24–27]. The transferability of dry-land S&C gains to swimming performance remains unclear and it is suggested to be a crucial factor for the absent of positive results.

The success of a S&C program depends on several factors such as the type of training, methods, materials, periodization, and swimmers’ maturation or competitive level. The optimal combination of these factors requires clarification and further investigation. In fact, few studies have focused on youth swimmers [1,9,10,13,16,26], perhaps because of ethical issues [28]. Nevertheless, S&C and in waterpower output seem to have a determinant influence on youth swimmers’ performance and should be part of their training [29].

Hence, scientific research has not reached a consensus on the methodologies and benefits of S&C training programs in swimming. The variability of research designs (e.g. protocols, outcomes selected, swimming events, and swimmers’ competitive level) makes it difficult to compare data and come to practical conclusions. Therefore, the purpose of the present study was to examine possible effects of S&C training on swimming performance, as well as on starts and turns performances. A systematic review was done, summarizing evidence related to the effect of S&C training on swimming performance. We are aware that the reduced number of studies conducted within this subject, associated to the lack of investigations with both sex, different ages, as well as more swimming techniques and distance could be an issue to clearly state a hypothesis. Nevertheless, we hypothesized that S&C training will help swimmers to improve swimming velocity and starts and turns performance.

2. Methods

2.1. Literature search

An extensive literature search was conducted to identify studies from January 1st, 1985 until December 31st, 2017 in which S&C training programs effects on swimming were investigated. This was done through computer searches (ISI Web of Knowledge, PubMed, Scopus and SPORTDiscus) using the keywords “swimming”, “swimmer”, “swim”, “strength and conditioning”, “strength”, “strength training”, “weight training”, “resistance”, “dry-land”, “performance” and “longitudinal”, with multiple combinations. In addition, the bibliographies of the located studies were extensively searched and cross-referenced. Those articles with restricted full text online were found in hardcopy form in library archives.

Studies selected for this review fulfilled the following selection criteria:

- the studies were written in English;
- they were published in a peer-reviewed journal;
- they contained research questions on the effects of S&C training programs on competitive swimming;
- the main outcome reported was a performance measure (e.g. time or velocity);
- healthy human participants were used.

Review articles (qualitative review, systematic review, and meta-analysis) were not considered. The included studies focused on longitudinal interventions in S&C training on competitive swimming. Studies based on other populations (e.g. paralympic swimmers) were excluded. Studies that did not present a complete description of their methods and/or results were excluded.

Our initial search identified 361 studies. After reading the titles and abstracts, sixteen articles were chosen for further analysis (Tables 1 and 2). Of these, four studies focused on the effects of S&C training programs interventions on starts and turns performance and twelve studies on overall swimming performance. Those that were clearly not relevant or did not meet inclusion criteria were eliminated (Fig. 1).

3. Results

Tables 1 and 2 show the purpose, sample characteristics, S&C training program, swimming performance measured and relevant findings. Several investigations showed improvements in 25 m [14], 50 m [1,11,14,15] and 400 m [8] freestyle swimming performance, in stroke length [11,14], in stroke rate [14], in starts [9] and turns [13] performance.

Concerning samples, 8 in 16 studies did not randomly allocate subjects to group [8,10,12,14,18,24–26]. Other investigations did not include a control group [12,27]. Samples size ranged from 7 [1] to 38 subjects [26], with the age of participants being around 16 years old (16.4 ± 3.1 years). Seven studies assessed adolescent subjects [2,9,13–16,27], six studies were conducted with young adults [8,11,12,18,24,25] and only three studies assessed prepubescent swimmers [1,10,26]. In terms of gender, only one study focused exclusively on female swimmers [24], while nine studies evaluated male swimmers [1,9,12,14,16,18,24,25,27]. The remaining were conducted with mixed samples, coupling male and female subjects [2,8,10,13,15] and only one compared the gender effect [8].

The intervention programs varied between four and twenty-four weeks, with six weeks being the most chosen length (n = 4). The frequency of sessions per week was between 2 and 4, and from 30 to 60 min per session. Volume per session varied between 10 and 36 repetitions. Sets varied from 2 to 3 sets per session. In studies using time instead of number of repetitions, the length of exercise execution varied from 10 to 120 seconds, with 2 to 6 sets per session. Intensity was expressed as a % of 1RM, ranging from 30 to 100% of 1RM + 1 kg. Some studies reported an intensity of exercises from 1 to 7 kg while others did not present intensities at all.

Weight lifting equipment was the most common material used [2,8,10–12,15,18,25,27]. Free weights were used in three studies [14,18,24] and bodyweight exercises were used in seven studies [1,2,9,10,12,13,15,26]. Other materials such as medicine ball [1,10], ergometer bicycle [27] and a hydro isokinetic ergometer [16] were also used.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Sample Characteristics</th>
<th>Dry-land &amp; C intervention</th>
<th>Swimming performance</th>
<th>Findings in experimental group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Manning et al. [27] | National level (♂)    | Power training (weight lifting) | 50, 100 and 200 yard freestyle | 50 yard time: −0.98 s  
100 yard time: −0.06 s  
200 yard time: −1.30 s                        |
|                     | Experimental group (n = 7, 16.49 ± 0.81 years)  
No control group | 9 weeks (3 sessions/week)  
2 sets × highest reps in 1 min  
Weeks 1–3: 30%; weeks 4–6: 40%; weeks 7–9: 50% 1RM  
11 exercises | |                                |
| Strass [14]         | Competitive swimmers (n = 17 ♂; n = 2 ♀)  
Experimental group (n = 10, 16.6 ± 1.2 years)  
Control group (n = 9, 17.8 ± 3.9 years) | Heavy explosive training with free weights  
6 weeks (4 sessions/week)  
3 sets × 3 reps at 90% of 1RM  
2 sets × 2 reps at 95% of 1RM  
1 rep at 100% of 1RM  
1 rep attempted at 100% of 1RM + 1 kg  
Exercise: elbow extensions | 25 and 50 m freestyle Stroke rate Stroke length | 25 m v: 1.83 ± 0.1 to 1.91 ± 0.1 m.s⁻¹  
50 m v: 1.77 ± 0.08 to 1.81 ± 0.08 m.s⁻¹  
25 m: 55 ± 4 to 53.5 ± 3.4 cycles.min⁻¹  
50 m: 56.7 ± 3.2 to 54.7 ± 3.6 cycles.min⁻¹  
25 m: 2.01 ± 0.24 to 2.16 ± 0.26 m  
50 m: 1.88 ± 0.1 to 2.01 ± 0.24 m |
| Tanaka et al. [18]  | Collegiate level (♂)  
Experimental group (n = 12, 19.17 ± 0.32 years)  
Control group (n = 12, 19.50 ± 0.26 years) | General strength training (weight lifting and free weights)  
8 weeks (3 sessions/week)  
3 sets × 8 to 12 reps  
Exercises: dips, chin-ups, lat pull downs, elbow extensions, bent arm flys | 22.9 m freestyle 365.8 m freestyle Stroke length | No values reported  
No differences between groups for any measure |
| Trappe & Pearson [24]| Collegiate level (♂; n = 10, 20.1 ± 1.2 years)  
Weight assisted training group – WAT (n = 5)  
Free weight training group – FWT (n = 5) | General strength training (weight lifting and free weights)  
6 weeks (2 sessions/week)  
WAT: 1 set × no weight, 1 set × 13.6 kg, 1 set × 22.7 kg (until failure)  
Exercises: dips and pull-ups  
FWT: 3 sets/exercise × 8–12 reps  
Exercises: elbow extension and flexion, lat pull downs, bent arm flys, quadriceps extension, hamstring flexion | 22.9 m freestyle 365.8 m freestyle Stroke rate Stroke length | No differences between groups for freestyle velocity in 22.9 m and 365.8 m  
No observed changes in stroke rate and stroke length |
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Sample Characteristics</th>
<th>Dry-land S&amp;C intervention</th>
<th>Swimming performance</th>
<th>Findings in experimental group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Girold et al. [2]</td>
<td>Regional/national level (n = 21; 10 ♀, 11 ♂)</td>
<td>Maximal strength (weight lifting) 12 weeks (2 sessions/week) 6RM group 3 sets x 6 reps at 80% to 90% of 1RM</td>
<td>Maximal strength Stroke length Stroke rate Stroke depth</td>
<td>50 m freestyle Stroke length Stroke rate Stroke depth 50 m time: −2.8 ± 2.5% 1.61 ± 0.11 to 1.59 ± 0.09 m 48.9 ± 4.98 to 50.7 ± 3.71 cycle.min⁻¹ 0.86 ± 0.05 to 0.83 ± 0.05 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong-Sun Song et al. [12]</td>
<td>National level (♀)</td>
<td>Maximal strength and power (weight lifting and free weights) 1st cycle − 18 weeks (4 sessions/week): 10 weeks max. strength + 8 weeks-power endurance 2nd cycle − 20 weeks (4 sessions/week): 12 weeks max. strength + 8 weeks-power endurance</td>
<td>Swimming records</td>
<td>1st cycle: 10 personal records, 4 Korean records, 2 Asian records 2nd cycle: 8 personal records, 4 Korean records, 2 Asian records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aspenes et al. [8]</td>
<td>Competitive level</td>
<td>Maximal strength (weight lifting) 11 weeks (2 sessions/week) 5 sets x 5 reps Exercises: lat pull downs</td>
<td>Maximal strength Stroke length Stroke rate</td>
<td>50 m freestyle Stroke length Stroke rate 50 m v: 1.73 ± 0.12 to 1.75 ± 0.11 m.s⁻¹ 100 m v: 1.59 ± 0.1 to 1.61 ± 0.1 m.s⁻¹ 400 m v: 1.38 ± 0.16 to 1.4 ± 0.08 m.s⁻¹ 0.95 ± 0.090 to 1.73 ± 0.16 m.s⁻¹ 0.93 ± 0.074 Hz</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Garrido et al. [10]</td>
<td>Competitive level</td>
<td>Power and general strength Weight lifting 8 weeks (2 sessions/week) 2–3 sets x 6–8 reps at 50 to 75% of 6RM Exercises: leg extension; CMJ; CMJ to box; medicine ball throws (1 kg); bench press</td>
<td>25 m freestyle Stroke length Stroke rate</td>
<td>25 m v: 6.95 m.s⁻¹ 50 m v: 4.77 m.s⁻¹ Control group 25 m v: 6.44 m.s⁻¹ 50 m v: 3.16 m.s⁻¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girold et al. [11]</td>
<td>National level</td>
<td>Maximal strength (weight lifting) 4 weeks (3 sessions/week) 3 sets x 6 reps at 80 to 90% of 1RM Exercises: pull-ups; lat pull downs; draws with pulleys</td>
<td>Maximal strength Stroke length Stroke rate</td>
<td>50 m freestyle Stroke length Stroke rate 50 m v: 2 ± 1.3% 2.05 ± 0.01 to 2.11 ± 0.01 m 54.7 ± 4.1 to 55.9 ± 2.7 cycle.min⁻¹</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
These S&C programs were implemented and their effects on swimming were tested by analyzing 25 yards [18,24], 25 m [10,13,14,16], 50 yard [27], 50 m [1,2,8,10,11,13–15], 100 yard [27], 100 m [8], 200 yard [27], 400 yard [18,24] and 400 m [8,13] freestyle (front-crawl stroke) swimming performances. Only one investigation analyzed the effects on other swimming techniques [12] (Tables 1 and 2).

4. Discussion

4.1. Effects of S&C on swimming performance according to age

Most investigations until now have been conducted with adolescents and young adults. In fact, only two investigations [1,10] focused on prepubescent swimmers. The most recent study reported improvements of 2.21% in the 50 m freestyle swimming time (*). Instead, no improvements were found in the previous study [10] being reported similar improvements in swimming velocity gains between experimental and control group (4.8 vs. 3.2%, respectively). The lack of studies may be due to financial and ethical issues [29] or the assumption by coaches that technical training is more important than S&C training [8,10,28,30]. Coaches usually assume that muscular hypertrophy and consequent decreases in flexibility may affect the swimmer’s ability and increase drag forces [5]. Nevertheless, during the prepubescent stage, muscle hypertrophy is not believed to be the primary factor in strength improvement [31], with neuromuscular adaptations identified as the main explanation for strength gains [32,33]. It is indeed recommended that young athletes engage in resistance training, not only to enhance health, fitness and

---

Table 1 (Continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>References</th>
<th>Sample Characteristics</th>
<th>Dry-land S&amp;C intervention</th>
<th>Swimming performance</th>
<th>Findings in experimental group</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sadowski et al. [16]</td>
<td>Competitive level (♂)</td>
<td>Power (hydro isokinetic</td>
<td>25 m freestyle Stroke length Stroke rate</td>
<td>25 m v: 1.3% Performance: 5.98% Performance: −4.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experimental group (n = 14; 14.0 ± 0.5 years)</td>
<td>ergometer 6 weeks (3 sessions/week) 6 sets x 50 seconds of work Exercises: hydro isokinetic ergometer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control group (n = 12; 14.1 ± 0.5 years)</td>
<td>General strength</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weston et al. [15]</td>
<td>National level</td>
<td>Power (hydro isokinetic</td>
<td>50 m freestyle 50 m time: −2.0%; 4.2 to 1.1 90% confidence interval</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Experimental group (n = 10, 5 ♂, 5 ♂; 15.7 ± 1.2 years)</td>
<td>ergometer 12 weeks (3 session/week) 2–3 sets x 30–120 seconds hold 10–30 repetitions x 3–7 kg load Exercises: prone bridge; side bridge; bird dog; leg raise; overhead squat; sit twist; shoulder press</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control group (n = 10, 5 ♂, 5 ♂; 16.7 ± 0.9 years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amaro et al. [1]</td>
<td>National level (♂)</td>
<td>Power (hydro isokinetic</td>
<td>50 m freestyle 50 m time: 33.43 ± 2.83 to 1.65 ± 2.53 s *** ( \eta_p^2 = 0.616 )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sets/reps group (Gr1)</td>
<td>ergometer 6 weeks (2 session/week)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 7, 12.7 ± 0.8 years)</td>
<td>Gr1: 3 sets x 6–18 reps Gr2: 3 sets x 10–25 seconds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sets/time group (Gr2)</td>
<td>Exercises: medicine ball throw down (1 kg); CMJ to box (30 cm); dumbbell flys (1.5 kg); Russian twist (3 kg); push-ups</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(n = 7, 12.7 ± 0.8 years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Control group (n = 7, 12.6 ± 0.8 years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

♂ male; ♂ female; v: velocity; max: maximal; CMJ: countermovement jump; \( \eta_p^2 \): effect size.

* Indicates \( P < 0.05 \).
** Indicates \( P < 0.01 \).
*** \( P < 0.001 \).
performance, but also to prevent sports-related injuries [32,33].

Studies conducted with adolescent swimmers showed that the effects of S&C training may not be as clear as thought. Positive effects were reported in four studies [2,14,15,27] and no influence was reported in one study [16]. Within the adolescent age group, caution must prevail when analyzing results. Biological maturity is related to chronological age, and has a major impact on the physical performance of youth athletes [34]. Nevertheless, athletic
performance may be influenced not only by training but also by growth and maturation [35], which can cause morphological and neural changes [36]. Maturity status was not provided in the aforementioned investigations. Therefore, with subjects ranging from 13 to 19 years old, and morphological characteristics being considered one of the main reasons for the differences in energetic profiles after puberty [37], the results may not be as clear as expected.

Three studies conducted with swimmers after puberty reported positive effects [8,11,12] and no effects were reported in two other studies [18,24]. In both investigations where no positive effect was reported, the swimmers competed in collegiate teams. The lower competitive level of these swimmers could influence the results, since the energetic and biomechanical profiles of swimmers were different [28]. Swimming performance depends on the good relationship between bioenergetics and biomechanical parameters [38]. Thus, the transferability of dry-land strength gains to swimming performance could depend on the interaction of several parameters such as strength (dry-land and in-water) and biomechanics (kinematics and kinetic) [38], determined by competitive level.

Investigations have, so far, focused on adolescence and early adulthood. Investigations with age group swimmers must be conducted as a means of potentially enhancing swimming performance not only in the short term, but also in the long-term, and at different competitive levels.

4.2. Effects of S&C on swimming performance according to gender

As it occurs with competitive level, differences in muscular strength and anthropometrics emerge between genders, particularly after puberty [37,39,40]. However, there are few studies with samples separated according to gender. Results with mixed samples (male and female) must be analyzed with extra caution due to a possible gender effect. Even though during prepubescence strength improvements are quite similar between boys and girls [33], after this period boys have a tendency to exhibit higher muscle strength levels than girls [41,42]. Thus, coupling data from both sexes in research focused on S&C may be misleading. Within the analyzed studies, only one study presented separated results between females and the whole group (male plus female) [8]. However, 7 out of 9 subjects were female in the control group and 5 out of 11 subjects were female in the intervention group, which may have led to heterogeneity between groups. For instance, the authors reported a significant correlation ($r = -0.975, P < 0.01$) between strength and 400 m swimming performance in the female group but not in the whole group results. The authors also reported significant improvement in tethered swimming force in both the female group and the whole group. On the other hand, in terms of swimming performance, only the whole group experienced significant improvements in the 400 m freestyle ($−4 \text{ s mean}$). In adulthood differences in swimming performance between genders tend to be greater over short distances and less over higher distances [18]. Additionally, through having more fat mass than males, females can adopt a better body position, thereby increasing swimming economy [37]. By contrast, the remaining investigations with mixed samples did not present separated results, which may lead to misleading results. Yet, improvements in swimming time were reported in the 50 m [2,11,15]. Whereas no significant differences between sexes were reported in two investigations [2,11], Weston et al. [15] attempted to balance groups by sex (5 males and 5 females). However, the results of the latter paper were coupled and so a gender effect could not be determined. The only study that did not report positive effects was conducted with age group swimmers [10], where differences in swimming performance between the sexes do not exist or tend to be non-relevant. Nevertheless, the study of heterogeneous groups in investigations of swimming performance can lead to ambiguous conclusions [43,44].

Most of these studies were conducted with exclusively male samples [12,14,16,18,24,28]. Of those already mentioned, only two reported improvements in swimming performance [12,14]. On the other hand, there were no investigations conducted with an exclusively female sample up to the date. Thus, further investigations with separated samples must be conducted in order to draw conclusions on a possible gender effect. Yet, the available literature suggests a tendency for swimming performance to improve in investigations on the effects of S&C training on mixed samples. Additionally, it is also crucial to cross compare information with age and consequently with the theoretical maturational development of swimmers.

4.3. Effects of S&C on swimming performance according to training protocol

Maximal strength training is the most regularly applied methodology in S&C training programs. Furthermore, all investigations that have used maximal strength reported improvements of between 2 and 4% in swimming performance [2,8,11,12,14].
Six weeks of S&C training with 4 sessions per week using intensities from 90 to 100% of 1RM showed gains of between 20 and 40% of dry-land muscular strength [14]. These measurements occurred in isometric conditions that may not be related to swimming actions. Swimming actions are dynamic and isometric testing may therefore represent a lack of specificity [45]. Nonetheless, dry-land muscular strength gains allowed significant improvements in swimming performance over 25 and 50 m (4.4 and 2.1%, respectively). In this investigation, only the upper body was exercised through elbow extension exercises and the use of free weights through maximal strength S&C methodologies. Weight lifting equipment was used in the remaining investigations [2,8,11,12].

S&C training (S) based on maximal strength was applied for twelve weeks (2 sessions per week) and compared to resisted and assisted-sprint (RAS) training [11]. These authors found improvements in the 50 m time of the S (2.8 ± 2.5%) and RAS (2.3 ± 1.3%) groups compared to the control group (0.9 ± 1.2%). Improvements in muscle strength were more significant in the S group than in the RAS group. In contrast, the RAS group presented an increase in stroke rate in their 50 m freestyle performance. It was suggested that the application of S or RAS training was more effective than swimming training alone. These results were then corroborated by other researchers [8,11]. After eleven weeks (2 sessions per week) of combining maximal strength training and high intensity interval swimming training (HIIT) the results were positive in strength, tethered swimming force and 400 m freestyle performance [8]. However, no improvements occurred in short distance performance (50 m or 100 m) and biomechanical variables (stroke length and stroke rate). With the ability to exert force in the water a decisive factor over short distances [6,7,17], it would be of great importance to clarify the lack of effect in sprint distances. Moreover, the positive effects on tethered swimming and 400 m freestyle were correlated in the female subjects of the intervention group. These results appeared to suggest that in-water force exertion may be important in middle swimming distances for female swimmers. However, it was not determined if the positive effects in swimming performance were a result of the combined methodologies or if a crossover between HIIT and S&C sessions occurred. HIIT sessions were composed of 4 × 4 min of high intensity interval training. These efforts and durations may be better associated with the 400 m improvements.

An investigation compared the effects of a S&C program (S) with those of an electrical stimulation (ES) program, both combined with a swimming program, over four weeks, on adult swimmers [11]. Additionally, the authors tried to verify if training effects lasted four weeks after the training period ended. The S&C training sessions were performed 3 times per week. The authors reported an increase in swimming velocity for both S and ES group (2% and 1.7%, respectively), at the end of the four-week intervention. Stroke length was increased only for the S group. Improvements in swimming velocity were maintained four weeks after the end of the program in both groups and no differences were reported between male and female swimmers. It seems that both methods were more efficient in improving swimming velocity than swimming training alone. However, electrical stimulation demands a higher investment from most swimming clubs than a S&C program. Yet, this investigation only analyzed sprint performance (50 m freestyle) in high-level swimmers. Further investigations must be conducted with middle and long swimming distances as well as with swimmers operating at different competitive levels and with varying amounts of swimming expertise.

Interestingly, only four weeks and 12 sessions (18 repetitions per session) were sufficient to verify a positive effect in swimming performance. This volume was clearly less than that reported by other studies: 24 sessions with 15 repetitions per session [14], 24 sessions with 18 repetitions per session [2], 22 sessions and 15 repetitions per session [8], and 72 sessions in the first cycle of S&C training and 80 sessions in the second cycle [12]. This may indicate that lower volumes and high intensity S&C training may induce less neuromuscular fatigue and therefore improvements, leading to subsequent improved swimming performance.

S&C training for a national team of male swimmers (18.50 ± 2.07 years) was divided into two cycles applied according to the periodization of their main competitions (June and December) [12]. The first cycle lasted eighteen weeks with 4 sessions per week, emphasizing peak muscle strength, power and muscle endurance maintenance. The second cycle lasted for twenty weeks with 4 sessions per week of maximal strength, power and muscle endurance maintenance. Although several dry-land tests were performed, no swimming tests were performed to assess effectiveness of this S&C training program. Yet, the authors reported 18 personal records, 8 Korean records and 3 Asian records in those two main competitions. Nevertheless, there was no statistical analysis of the influence of the S&C training on swimming performance and there was no control group. Authors concluded that S&C training program enhanced muscular functions and swimming performance, nevertheless with a significant decrease in flexibility. Although this was the investigation carried out over the largest number of weeks, the lack of swimming tests, some dubious procedures and reports (contradictory information on the number of subjects and weeks throughout the text) necessitates caution when analyzing its conclusions.

It is common to use the 1RM methodology to define the external load of exercises. However, when analyzing the influence of S&C training in short distances, where power is crucial [6,7,46,47], it is questionable whether 1RM is the force parameter with the higher association with power. For instance, the velocity with which exercises are performed is crucial to increasing the specificity of S&C exercises [48] and overall power output. S&C training based on power (generation of force over a very short period of time) was applied in three investigations [10,16,27]. However, no positive effects in swimming performance were reported by any of those investigations. A S&C training program based on speed and explosiveness (power) was applied to adolescent swimmers (16.49 ± 0.84 years) [26]. Each training session consisted of 11 exercises (upper and lower body exercises), performed in 2 sets of the maximum number of repetitions during one minute. This was performed 3 times a week over nine weeks, using weight lifting equipment and an ergometer bicycle. Intensities varied from 30 to 50% of 1RM with a progressive increase of 10% every three weeks. Although there were no significant differences, authors
presented improvements of \(-0.98\) s, \(-0.06\) s and \(-1.30\) s for the 50, 100 and 200 yard tests, respectively. In swimming, these small improvements can be remarkable, particularly in short swimming distances.

A \(\text{S&C}\) program of circuit training over six weeks (3 sessions per week), comprising 6 sets of 50 s exertion and 10 s of rest on a specific hydro isokinetic ergometer device each session, led to improved tethered swimming propelling force but not different values of dry-land strength, stroke kinematics and swimming performance (25 m front-crawl) \([16]\). In spite of the effort to mimic underwater movement, it was concluded that \(\text{S&C}\) training was not specific enough to improve swimming performance. Isokinetic conditions are not related to in-water actions that are performed with different velocities along the stroke. It is crucial that \(\text{S&C}\) exercises and tests stimulate the muscles used in swimming and that muscle tension be related to in-water conditions \([19]\). In addition, only 3 swimmers were sprinters \((n = 26)\), which could have influenced the results, as swimming performance was measured in a 25 m front-crawl test.

Another study on power training program was applied on prepubescent swimmers and combined dry-land \(\text{S&C}\) training and aerobic swimming training \([10]\). The swimming training program was complemented with 2 sessions per week of \(\text{S&C}\) training (bench press and leg extension, medicine ball throwing with 1 kg, countermovement jump alone and with a 30 cm box) over eight weeks. Although dry-land improvements were reported, no swimming performance improvement was found. The authors suggested that swimmers’ competitive level could affect performance improvements. Yet, a detraining period (\(\text{S&C}\) training cessation and maintenance of swimming training) of six weeks showed that, although strength parameters remained stable, swimming performance still improved. It is reasonable to wonder if swimmers benefit from an adaption period to \(\text{S&C}\) gains, while performing swimming training. The literature showed that there was no risk of losing strength and power during short cessation periods of a \(\text{S&C}\) training program \([49,50]\), and the effect on maximal power was smaller than that observed for maximal force \([51]\). So, it seems reasonable to investigate whether specific in-water training can be useful in taking effective advantage of \(\text{S&C}\) program improvements, after cessation \([10]\). This continuous stimulation could be the bridge between \(\text{S&C}\) gains and swimming performance. In fact, a recent study with prepubescent swimmers \([1]\) found improvements in 50 m front-crawl swimming time only 4-week after the end of \(\text{S&C}\) training program. Authors added a 6-week \(\text{S&C}\) training program to the normal swimming training program. The program consisted on 2 sessions per week of \(\text{S&C}\) (medicine ball throw down – 1 kg; CMJ to box – 30 cm; dumbbell Flys – 1.5 kg; Russian twist – 3 kg; push-ups) with two different methodologies. One group performed exercises following a set/repetition methodology with no restrictions on the time of execution. The other experimental group followed an explosiveness methodology, where subjects had to perform as many repetitions as they could in a specific time. Although dry-land improvements were found for both groups, no swimming improvements were reported at the end of \(\text{S&C}\) training program (6-week). However, authors allowed a 4-week adaptation period, where swimmers had their normal swimming training only. After this period, only the group that performed the \(\text{S&C}\) training program based on explosiveness presented a \(2.21\%\) improvement in 50 m swimming time. This fact may reinforce the importance of allowing swimmers to adapt to new dry-land strength improvements. Nevertheless, further investigations with different ages, competitive levels and post-evaluation periodization must be conducted to clarify this issue.

Finally, three studies based their investigations on different protocols from those already discussed. \(\text{S&C}\) training with weight lifting equipment and free weights was conducted over eight weeks (3 sessions per week) \([18]\). Even though volume per session was presented (3 sets of 8–12 repetitions), intensity was not. The authors only reported an increment of \(25–35\%\) in the resistance used over the eight weeks of \(\text{S&C}\). There were no improvements in swimming performance after the \(\text{S&C}\) training period, possibly due to the overload of a cycle of competitions during the \(\text{S&C}\) training. The potential lack of control of the load and swimming competitions could have jeopardized results. However, the authors concluded that the lack of specificity of \(\text{S&C}\) training in relation to in-water actions (swimming) was the main reason for the absence of positive transferability of strength gains. These results were later corroborated \([24]\) through the comparison of \(\text{S&C}\) weight assisted training (WAT) and \(\text{S&C}\) free weights training (FWT). The investigation was carried out over six weeks (2 sessions per week). In every session both groups were instructed to reach volitional fatigue (WAT) and exhaustion (FWT). No differences in short (22.9 m) and medium (365.8 m) distance swimming performance were found between experimental groups. However, results from this study may be misleading, since there was no control group and groups were composed of only a small number of swimmers (5 in each group). In addition, \(\text{S&C}\) training was implemented over six weeks out of a total of twelve weeks follow-up, and the evaluation was performed in weeks 4 and 12. These confounding factors did not allow for a consistent interpretation of results.

Recently, an investigation tried to quantify the effects of an isolated core-training program on 50 m front-crawl \([15]\). A \(\text{S&C}\) program was implemented 3 times per week over twelve weeks and included exercises which aimed to work out the lumbopelvic complex and upper region extending to the scapula. Each session comprised isometric (prone bridge and side bridge) and dynamic (bird dog; leg raise; overhead squat; sit twist and shoulder press) exercises. Every two weeks, volume per session was increased and varied between 60 s to 360 s hold; 30 to 90 repetitions and 3 to 7 kg of load. A large beneficial effect on 50 m swim time (\(-2.0\%\); 90% Confidence interval \(−3.8\) to \(-0.2\%\)) was found after the training period. Good core stability is supposed to have a positive influence on the efficient relationship of force production between upper and lower limbs \([52]\). A question to be raised relies on the isometric conditions of most included exercises in \(\text{S&C}\) training. Swimming actions are dynamic and so it was expected that swimming specificity could be negatively affected. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first investigation on the effects of \(\text{S&C}\) core training on swimming performance and further investigation is needed.

In a brief analysis, it seems that maximal strength is the most effective methodology for improving performance, mainly in short distances. However, different low-volume training programs seem to induce positive effects. In
adolescent swimmers, S&C training ranging from six to twelve weeks and with 2 to 4 (approximately 24 sessions) sessions per week, is suggested to improve swimming performance. In adulthood and at a high competitive level, a S&C training program of four weeks (3 sessions per week) is suggested to improve swimming performance. In each session, the volume should vary from 2 to 3 sets of 3 to 5 repetitions, according to the chosen level of intensity. Rest intervals should vary between 2 to 5 minutes. Concerning the intensities, high velocities and loads ranging from 80 to 90% of 1RM are associated with improvements. Nevertheless, there should be caution when applying S&C programs near competitions or over high volumes of swimming training, in order to avoid overreaching and overuse injuries. S&C based on maximal strength requires adjustments in swimming to avoid overloading of the peripheral and central fatigue mechanism [53]. Most of the studies reporting improvements used weight lifting equipment that may not be affordable for many swimming clubs due to financial constraints. With regard to pubescent swimmers, there were contradictory results regarding effects in swimming performance associated with S&C training programs. Nevertheless, S&C training based on explosiveness reported improvements in swimming performance in this age group. However, conclusions are not easy to draw as many confounding factors seem to exist in the available investigations.

4.4. Effects of S&C on starts and turns performance

Starts and turns are explosive actions usually associated by coaches and swimmers with the strength of the swimmer or to dry-land S&C training, despite the scarcity of scientific evidence. These actions in swimming require high values of power output [54,55]. Therefore, explosiveness is usually thought of as the main aim of S&C training and supports the greater use of plyometric S&C training. In fact, three of the four investigations analyzed the use of plyometric training to improve starts and turns performance [9,13,26]. Positive effects of plyometric training were reported in two studies [9,13], while the third did not find a positive result [26].

A study examined the effects of a plyometric training program on freestyle tumble turns, in age group male swimmers [26]. The subjects performed from 300 to 450 ground contacts per session, 3 times per week, over twenty weeks. There were no significant differences between experimental and control groups, for any measure. Despite the adoption of low to moderate intensities, one can assume that overload may have impaired results. Moreover, the control group performed 90 minutes of swimming training and the experimental group performed 75 minutes, adding 15 minutes of S&C training. Although there were no significant differences between the experimental and control group, in most of the parameters assessed, improvements (%) in the control group were higher than those in the plyometric group. Moreover, no differences in turning performance were found between swimmers who attended fewer S&C sessions (< 49%) when compared to those who attended more S&C sessions (> 75%). This raises questions over the efficiency of a plyometric program, in early ages, and indicates that swimming training seems to be enough to improve freestyle turns. Moreover, the authors claimed that some maturational and growth changes could positively influence performance [35,36], rather than plyometric training.

Plyometric training program was also tested with regard to starts, showing some positive results [9,13]. First, an investigation aimed to identify the effect of plyometric training, when added to habitual training regimens, on swim start performance [9]. Significant improvements were found between baseline and post-evaluations for plyometric training group when compared to the control group, in the time taken to reach 5.5 m (−0.59 s vs. −0.21 s; P < 0.01) and velocity of take-off to water contact (0.19 m s⁻¹ vs. −0.07 m s⁻¹; P < 0.01). These results can be determinant for a race performance; however, there should be some caution in assessing these effects as no information was provided regarding maturation level or even the sample’s gender. The latter investigation mentioned [27] corroborated these positive results [9], presenting effects of the maturational status (Tanner stages of 3 and 4) and finding no differences between groups. Investigations were carried out over eight [9] and eleven [27] weeks, with total volume per session higher in the most recent one [27]. Both investigations increased the intensity from low to high, increased the height, from 0.22 to 0.79 m [9], and from 0.21 to 1 m [27], and increased the number of jumps per session from 37 to 192 [9], and from 100 to 264 [27].

Improvements reported in the 50 and 400 m front-crawl velocity [27], suggest a positive influence on starts and turns within overall swimming performance. This positive influence was, according to the authors, explained by the significant correlation between improvements in Squat Jump (SJ) and velocity in 50 m front-crawl. As SJ mechanical and muscular requirements are similar to those of starts, the authors concluded that improvements in swimming velocity were due to this phase of the race. Despite this idea of "transferability", there were no specific results on starts and turns of the swimmers.

Only one study on starts was focused on power and general strength training [25]. The goal was to improve vertical jump ability, on the grab, swing and rear-weighted track starts in swimming. For that purpose, 16 exercises were performed over nine weeks. Vertical jump was emphasized, as well as upper and lower body strength and power maintenance. The training program consisted of higher volumes and intensities in the first and third sessions of the week (3 sessions per week). Adjustments were made every three weeks, increasing volume and intensity on the first and third session and decreasing on the second session of the week, until nine weeks of training were completed. Despite significant improvements in dry-land strength (leg power and jumping ability) no significant improvements were found for flight distance when using any start technique. The authors suggested that improvements in jumping ability were not transferred to diving skills. Information on the periodization of different moments of this investigation was not provided. It would be of interest to know whether the teaching period of starts or the starts training were concurrent or not to the S&C program. Nevertheless, the conclusions of this investigation must be analyzed with caution as the sample comprised non-swimmer subjects.

Summarizing the evidence of S&C training on starts and turns, we could conclude that plyometric training is the most
effective in improving starts and turns. S&C training ranging from six to eight weeks and with 2 sessions per week is suggested to improve performance. In each session subjects are allowed to perform between 1 to 6 sets and 1 to 10 repetitions, according to the chosen level of intensity. Rest between sets should vary from 60 to 90 seconds. Volume should be progressive, such as raising intensity from low to high within the S&C training program. It is recommended to start with low volumes and intensities to allow swimmers to adapt to plyometric training specificities. Only recommendations for adolescent swimmers were given, since no studies with older swimmers were included in this review.

Although there is a lack of coherent scientific evidence, S&C training remains a commonly prescribed swimming practice. So, it seems fair to argue that further investigations should be carried out. To control for some gaps in protocols and to enable the generalizability of conclusions, randomized controlled trials (RCT) should be conducted. Future investigations should explore the following topics:

- differences in S&C training effects induced by age and gender;
- effects of S&C training in relation to different swimming techniques;
- effects of S&C training in middle and long swimming distances;
- effects of S&C training experimental periods over a season, to evaluate long-term effects;
- effects of a swimming adaption period after S&C cessation to allow transferability of strength gains to swimming.
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